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Experimental Observation of Picosecond Pulse Narrowing and Solitons in Optical Fibers
L. F. Mollenauer, R. H. Stolen, and J. P. Gordon

Bell TelePhone Laboxatones, Inc. , IIolmde/, Negro Jersey 07733
(Received 17 July 1980)

This paper reports narrowing and splitting of 7-ps-duration pulses from a mode-locked
color-center laser by a 700-m-long, single-mode silica-glass fiber, at a wavelength (1.55

pm) of loss and large but negative group-velocity dispersion. At certain critical power
levels, the observed behavior is characteristic of solitons.

PACS numbers. 42.65-k

A number of years ago, Hasegawa and Tappert'
pointed out that nonlinearity of the index of re-
fraction (n -no =2 n, ~E~ ) could be used to compen-
sate the pulse broadening effect of dispersion in
low-loss optical fibers. Although their work fo-
cused on the simplest stable pulse, computer'
and analytic' ' studies have revealed the exis-
tence of a number (unlimited in principle) of such
self-maintaining pulses, or (envelope) solitons.
Solitons of higher order than the fundamental are
self-maintaining in the sense that their pulse
shapes are periodic with propagation.

In this Letter we report the first experimental
observation in optical fibers of pulse compres-
sion and pulse splitting, and we show this behav-
ior, at certain critical power levels, to be char-
acteristic of higher-order solitons. Although
solitons are known and studied experimentally in
other branches of physics, such studies are often
fraught with difficulty, ' in particular because of
transverse instabilities. By contrast, single-
mode optical fibers offer a stable, simple, and
well-characterized medium for such studies. Of

equal importance, our experiments suggest a
number of applications; nearly lossless compres-
sion of picosecond pulses is but one of these.

Two recent developments have made the soliton
experiments feasible: (1) The realization" ' of
single-mode silica-glass fibers having low loss
(as low as 0.2 dB/km)' in the region (X ~ 1.3 pm)
of negative group-velocity dispersion and

(2) mode-locked color-center lasers' capable
of tuning over that same region. The require-
ment for negative group-velocity dispersion" can
be understood as follows: Phase self-modula-
tion"'" (due to the nonlinearity) tends to lower
frequencies in the leading half of the pulse and
to raise those in the trailing half. Negative dis-
persion is required for such a "chirp" to produce
subsequent. pulse compression. Furthermore,
the larger the magnitude of dispersion, the more
quickly the compression and other effects develop.
Therefore, to minimize the required fiber length,

and to approximate most closely the ideal of a
lossless medium, we have chosen to work in the
loss minimum at 1.55 pm.

The source was a synchronously pumped, mode-
locked laser utilizing I',' centers in NaCl. Ex-
cept for a different tuning range (1.35-1.75 pm),
it was similar in construction (including the same
pump source) and performance to the KF, E,'
center laser described earlier' and used for pulse
propagation studies" at 1.3 pm. However, the
soliton experiments required two important mod-
ifications: (1) The ratio of cavity lengths was
made 1:1, in order to have only one output pulse
per pump input pulse; thus a certain essential
uniformity of amplitude from pulse to pulse was
guaranteed. (2) A birefringent tuning element
(sapphire, 4 mm thick) was added to the cavity.
This forced the laser to produce pulses of prod-
uct btAf = 0.18, where bt and bf refer to full
widths at half maxima of the corresponding dis-
tributions. Note that this product lies between
the minimum for sech' pulses (0.315) and that
for a decaying exponential (0.11). Such tight fre-
quency definition is required to allow observation
of well-resolved soliton effects.

The rest of the apparatus is shown schematical-
ly in Fig. 1. Its function is to allow for measure-
ment (by autocorrelation) of both laser and fiber
output pulse shapes. Simultaneous measurement
of the two pulse shapes is achieved in only one
autocorrelator through use of a simple time-shar-
ing scheme. For further details, see the caption
to Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the experimentally determined
fiber output (pulse shapes and frequency spectra)
at certain critical power levels. Power in the
fiber core was varied by adjustment (focusing of
L,) of the input coupling. The reported peak pow-
ers were obtained by multiplying the time aver-
age values, measured at the output end, by a duty
factor (—= 1200) appropriate to the measured laser
pulse width for each run and the 100-MHz pulse
repetition rate.
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At fiber powers considerably lower than the
minimum reported there was no significant in-
crease in pulse width. Therefore, the broaden-
ing seen at the P =0.3 W level is essentially that

FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus. M q, &i&, A &, and

A2 constitute a simple beam-aiming device. At ~~, the
beam is split between fiber" and

' laser" channels.
The chopper alternately blocks the two beams before
they enter the autocorrelator (S2, M&, N;, &&q, CC2, etc.);
the resultant photomultiplier signals (from noncollinear
second harmonic generation in the ammonium dihydro-
gen phosphate crystal) are then seperated out electron-
ically. E~, a slab of Si, passes 1.55-p,m light and re-
jects room light. (The adjustable delay line is needed
only for cross-correlation measurements, not reported
on here. )

due to dispersion alone; furthermore, it agrees
with that calculated' from the known fiber dis-
persion at y = 1.55 pm [D —= —16(ps/nm)/kmj.
However, from then on, as the power was raised,
we observed a continuous change in pulse shape,
as follows: At first, the pulses steadily nar-
rowed until, at P= 1.2 Ql, they reduced to the in-
put width; they then narrowed further to a mini-
mum (2 ps) at P = 5 W; at still higher powers,
the broad base began to rise and split. The curve
shown for 3.1.4 W represents the first well re-
solved splitting; note that the threefold splitting
in autocorrelation corresponds to a twofold split-
ting of the pulse itself. Similarly, the fivefold
splitting (only partly resolved) seen at P =22.5 W
corresponds to a threefold splitting of the real
pulse. To see how this behavior is characteristic
of solitons at the cited power levels, we must ex-
amine the known solitary solutions to the wave
equation.

It can be shown" that the pulse envelope func-
tion, u(z, t), satisfies the nonlinear equation

~Q
g
—+k, —=-~,+eius'u,
z ~t 2 &t

where k, = 8k/8~, k, =& k/2&d', and ~ = —,kgb, /n, .
Equation (1) is reduced to the dimensionless non-
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FIG. 2. Below: Autocorrelation traces of the fiber output as a function of power. Above: Corresponding fre-
quency spectra. Inset: Similar data for the direct laser output. There is no absolute intensity scale here; the

various curves have been roughly normalized to a common height. Corresponding to the fiber data, from low to
high power, the laser pulse widths were 7.2, 7.0, 6.1, 6.8, and 6.2 ps, respectively. See text.
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linear Schrodinger equation

isv/s( =-,'8'v/&s'+ ~v~'v

by the transformation

s =T '[t —k, z],

g=)k, )~ 'z,

v = ~(~/(k, ()'"u.

(2)
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FIG. 3. Computer generated solutions to Eq. (2);
above, the N = 2 soliton; below, N = 3 soliton. These
solutions agree well with those indicated in Ref. G. See
text.

Note that the arbitrary time scale ~ in this trans-
formation allows a pulse of standard duration in
the dimensionless retarded-time variable s to
correspond to a pulse of any desired duration in
time t.

Equation (2) with the initial condition v(0, s)
=a sech(s) was studied analytically in Ref. 5. The
solitary solutions obtain whenever a is an integer

For N=1, the pulse remains forever like that
at the input, but for higher N, the solutions have
period g =m/2. Highlights of one period of the N
=2 and N= 3 solitons are shown in Fig. 3. It
should also be noted that the N=4 soliton (not
shown for lack of space) exhibits a three-fold
splitting at g = z/4, with the central peak large
relative to its satellites. "

When transformed to ordinary dimension, the
soliton period becomes z, = a~'/2~k J. From k,
=Dx„,'/2rc, for the value of D cited earlier, and
for 7 =4 ps (corresponding to 7 ps full width at

half maximum), we obtain z, = 1260 m. Thus, the
pulse shapes seen at the output end of the 700 m
(=——,'x 1260 m) fiber should be fairly close, at the
appropriate power levels, to those of the $ =p/4
curves of Fig. 3.

By now it should be clear that the behavior dis-
played in Fig. 2 for the higher levels corresponds
to the N=1, 2, 3, and 4 solitons, respectively.
Note that the quantity P/N'=P, is nearly constant,
as required for relative integral amplitudes. A

perfect fit is prevented by deviation of the fiber
length from an exact half period, and by varia-
tion in the input pulse width.

The theory also predicts an absolute value for
P,. From Eq. (3c), the corresponding critical
intensity is I, =n,cx„J16nz, n, . Taking n, = 1.45,
pg, = 1.1x 10 "cm'/statvolt' (Ref. 12) and z, as
calculated above, we obtain I, = 1.0x 10' W/cm'.
For. our fiber" (core diameter 9.3 pm), the ef-
fective core area, "'"A.,f f 1.5A, , or 1.0&& 10 '
cm'; thus (P,),~„=—1.0 W. The average of P/N'
for the first three solitons yields (P,),„,= 1.24

In view of the many uncertainties, the agree-
ment here is quite good.

There is also a certain rough quantitative agree-
ment in the time domain. The degree (=—3.5 times)
of pulse narrowing seen at P = 5 W is not quite
the optimum predicted (= 5 times) but the narrow-
ing is reduced by deviation of the fiber length
from z,/2. The splitting (6.5 ps) measured at
11.4 % is =- 1.5 times greater than that predicted,
but here asymmetry of the input pulse may have
strong effects. A substantial asymmetry of the
laser pulse is indeed indicated by the value, cited
earlier, for the product rM hf, by the nearly
Lorenzian shape of the frequency spectrum, and
by the shape of the autocorrelation trace.

In conclusion, we have observed substantial
compression and well-resolved splitting of pico-
second pulses in the negative-dispersion region
of a single-mode optical fiber. This behavior is
in close agreement with prediction based on the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation [Eq. (2)]. Although
our input conditions can only approximate "exact"
solitons, we have clearly observed their charac-
teristic properties at the appropriate power lev-
els.

We would like to thank A. Hasegawa for an il-
luminating discussion, W. J. Tomlinson for gen-
erating the computer solutions of Fig. 3, J. Simp-
son for the fiber, and H. Presby for information
on its parameters. Also, special thanks to K. Iga
for coating some mirrors for us and to A. M. Del
Gaudio for considerable laboratory assistance.
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Frequency-Dependent Optical Dephasinl in the Stoichiometric Material EuP50, 4

H. M. Shelby and H. M. Macfarlane
IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, Califoraia 93193

(Received 2 April 1980)

Optical coherent transients are reported here for the first time in a pure, optically con-
centrated material (EuPBOq4). Qualitatively new behavior is found in the form of a syste-
matic variation. of the homogeneous dephasing time &2 (-20 psec) across the inhomogen-
ously broadened line. This is interpreted as evidence for delocalization of the excitation.
In contrast, the dilute impurity system Eu +:YA103 shows narrower lines and no fre-
quency dependence of &2.

PACS numbers: 42.65.0v, 71.35.+z

Time-domain optical coherent transient phe-
nomena~ (e.g. , photon echoes, optical free induc-
tion decay) provide the most generally useful and

definitive way of measuring homogeneous dephas-
ing times (T,). This is because measurements
are made on the timescale of the dephasing itself,
in contrast to most frequency domain techniques.
so far, coherent transient measurements have
been restricted to gas phase systems or isolated
ionic or molecular impurities in solids. ' This is
in part due to a general belief that stoichiometric
materials will exhibit extremely fast optical de-
phasing due to interactions between ions which
lead to energy transfer, excitonic behavior, and

rapid spectral diffusion. Dephasing measure-
ments would, however, provide a fundamental
means of characterizing the dynamics of these
processes.

We report here the first measurement of coher-
ent transients in a stoichiometric material, name-
ly europium pentaphosphate (EuP,O,~). It is well
known that rare-earth pentaphosphates exhibit
high-yield intrinsic fluorescence and minimal
trapping of the excitation, making them attractive
materials for miniature solid-state lasers. '
These properties imply that they have very nar-
row exciton bands and weakly delocalized excited
states. Using the recently developed delayed-
heterodyne photon-echo technique, ' we find sur-
prisingly long dephasing times of - 20 p, sec,
which supports this picture. In addition, we find
interesting and novel behavior in that the dephas-
ing time varies in a systematic way as a function
of position in the inhomogeneous line, indicating
a corresponding variation in the nature of the ex-
cited state. This behavior is interpreted in
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